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TENSE MATERIAL BRASS
Designed by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga, Michele Cazzaniga

“A smart beauty, resulting from a thought and a know-how capable of transmitting a deep emotion through a wise 

accentuation of the peculiarities of the materials used”. Piergiorgio Cazzaniga describes in this way Tense 

Material, a collection of tables available in 5 heights and 36 sizes, capable of achieving large dimensions, up to 4 

meter long, always keeping a perfect top tension.

Re�ned, elegant, timeless.

Tense Material’s brass �nish reminds the ancient decorative styles that were often used in the past.

The table top features shades giving the surface light and shade, so it’s never cold.

This precious �nish is perfect for modern living and dining rooms and to make the simplest environments more 

precious. In conference rooms it brings a touch of  brightness and modernity.

FRAME AND TABLETOPS
Table featuring a mono-material finish.

The important technological innovation it incorporates, combined with the tensioning capacity of the components 

makes it possible to build tabletops in large sizes.

The 35mm thick tabletop is a load-bearing composite board built with an internal frame consisting of either 

aluminium pro�les and polystyrene �ller, except for the brass top which has an acrylic resin honeycomb �lling 

and two outer layers of aluminium. 35x35mm steel legs with internal structural tie-rod.

The reduction of the maximum sizes of the brass version (up to D98 x L300 cm) represents the technical limits of 

the materials employed to build the tabletops.

The brass used by MDF Italia is a special alloy that is particularly easy to process, while preserving the material’s 

fundamental features. It is used in the form of continuously cast brass sheets which are then rolled.  The 

product’s unique surface �nish and its particular unevenness are obtained manually by a sanding process that is 

neither mechanical nor automated, adopting the greatest care and professionalism and paying meticulous 

attention to every single detail of the �nished product. While fundamentally the same, each item is an original one-

o�.

TOP/STRUCTURE
Brass

Brass X086
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